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CCAMBRIDGEAMBRIDGE E EXAMSXAMS

Preparing for a Cambridge certificate helps you to master the skills
you need to use English in the real world. The exams are based on 
real life situations where you would need to use your English 
skills and it covers listening, speaking, reading and writing, 
giving accurate proof of your language skills. The certificates are 
linked to the Common European Framework of References for
Languages as follows:

 First Certificate in English (FCE) Level B2: 
FCE is an upper intermediate exam that tests your ability to 
deal confidently with a range of written and spoken 
communication situations.

 Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) Level C1: 
CAE is an advanced exam that tests your ability to 
communicate with confidence in English for work or study 
purposes.

 Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE) Level C2: 
CPE is a very advanced level exam, for learners who have 
achieved a high level of language skills.

The test is held in a test centre in Oxford or London.

CCAMBRIDGEAMBRIDGE E EXAMXAM P PREPARATIONREPARATION

25 hours per week (10 hours exam preparation)
+ 1.5 hours of plenaries, workshops and coaching

No of weeks 2-3 4-7 8-11 12-52

Fees per week £451 £421 £391 £366

ADD EXTRA INDIVIDUAL LESSONS
Add 5 one-to-one hours per week for extra exam focus.

No of weeks 2-3 4-7 8-11 12-52

Fees per week £868 £838 £808 £783

Courses start every Monday throughout the year.

EEXAMXAM  DATESDATES

FCE CAE CPE
09.03 16.03 09.03
18.05 11.05 13.06
08.06 01.06 05.12
11.06 13.06
25.07 24.07
22.08 23.08
14.12 07.12

Exam fee for FCE, CAE and CPE: £191

Exam entry should be booked well in advance of exam date. 

Students taking the exam at the end of their course may need 
to book additional nights of accommodation during the 
examination week.

AACCOMMODATIONCCOMMODATION  OPTIONSOPTIONS

We know how important accommodation is to you, so we 
make sure we offer the best options all year round:

Homestay £225 (standard) £345 (ensuite) per week

Residence £414 (standard) £472 (ensuite) per week

Apartments From £550 per week

Hotel/Guesthouse From £100 per night

For more information, visit our accommodation webpage: 
www.regent.org.uk/learn-english/accommodation

TTHISHIS  PROGRAMMEPROGRAMME  HELPSHELPS  YOUYOU  TOTO::

 be confident in handling all aspects of the exam

 be able to express your thoughts and opinions fluently

 gain an expanded range of vocabulary and expressions

 be able to use grammar and syntax effectively




